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Abstract
Active research is being conducted in reducing power

consumption of all the components of the Internet. To
that end, we propose schemes for power reduction in net-
work switches − Time Window Prediction, Power Save
Mode and Lightweight Alternative. These schemes are
adaptive to changing traffic patterns and automatically
tune their parameters to guarantee a bounded and speci-
fied increase in latency. We propose a novel architecture
for buffering ingress packets using shadow ports.

We test our schemes on packet traces obtained from
an enterprise network, and evaluate them using realistic
power models for the switches. Our simple power reduc-
tion schemes produce power savings of upto 32% with
minimal increase in latency or packet-loss. With appro-
priate hardware support in the form of Wake-on-Packet,
shadow ports and fast transitioning of the ports between
its high and low power states, these savings reach 90%
of the optimal algorithm’s savings.

1 Introduction

The energy efficiency of Internet equipment is important
for economic as well as environmental reasons. Net-
working equipment is experiencing an increase in per-
formance − switches with speeds of 10 Gbps are in the
market − that has caused a substantial increase in its
power consumption. Studies estimate the USA’s network
infrastructure uses 24 TWh per year [7], or $24 billion.
This includes network switches, access points, end-node
NICs and servers. Efforts are underway to reduce the
power consumption of all the components of the Internet
leading to standards like EnergyStar and an IEEE task
force for energy efficient ethernet [4]. As part of the
larger goal, in this paper, we propose power reduction
schemes for network switches.

Networks are generally provisioned for peak loads due
to performance reasons. But network traffic has been ob-
served to have two characteristics - (i) Bursty with long

interspersed idle periods [9], and (ii) Diurnal variations
in loads, e.g., web servers [16]. This results in heavily
under-utilized equipment during non-peak times. Studies
have shown that network utilization is under 30% even
for backbone networks [5].

The theme of our power reduction schemes is to trade
some performance (latency and packet-loss) for signif-
icantly reduced power consumption. We propose three
schemes − Time Window Prediction, Power Save Mode
and Lightweight Alternative. Our schemes assume some
hardware characteristics that enhance power savings.
Some of them are already available today and we aim
to demonstrate the utility of the rest, and make a case for
their incorporation in future switch designs.

Overall, we make the following contributions: Firstly,
we present two simple power reduction schemes − Time
Window Prediction (TWP) and Power Save Mode (PSM)
− that we believe are easy to implement on switches.
The schemes operate stand-alone on a switch and hence
can be incrementally deployed. Secondly, we analyse the
trade-off between performance and power consumption.
In doing so, we introduce and demonstrate the value of
pre-specified and bounded performance degradation. Fi-
nally, we make a set of recommendations for switch de-
signs viz., lightweight alternative, shadow ports, Wake-
on-Packet and low-powered modes in switch ports with
fast transitioning.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the switch’s architecture. Section 3 de-
scribes the Time Window Prediction and Power Save
Mode schemes, and Section 4 evaluates them. We de-
scribe the Lightweight Alternative in Section 5. Related
work is presented in Section 6. We conclude in Sec-
tion 7.

2 Switch Architecture

In this section, we present the architecture of the switch
including the power model and the buffering capabilities.
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Parameter Value
Powerfixed 60W
Powerfabric 315W
Powerline−card (first card) 315W
Powerline−card (subsequent cards) 49W
Powerport 3W
Powerport (idle) 0.1W
Port-transition − Power 2W
Port-transition − Time (δ) 1ms to 10ms

Table 1: Parameters used in the Power Model

2.1 Power Model

A typical modular switch’s power consumption is di-
vided among four main components − chassis, switch-
ing fabric, line-cards and ports. The chassis includes
the cooling equipment, e.g., fan, among other things and
its power consumption is denoted as Powerfixed. The
switching fabric is responsible for learning and main-
taining the switching tables and its power consumption
is denoted as Powerfabric. The line-card maintains
buffers for storing packets. Ports contain the network-
ing circuitry. The line-card acts as a backplane for mul-
tiple ports and forwards packets between the switch-
ing fabric and ports. Modern line-cards can support
24, 48 or 96 ports. Note that a switch can contain
multiple line-cards. We denote the line-card’s power
consumption to be Powerline−card and every port’s
power consumption to be Powerport. Hence the to-
tal power consumption of the switch can be viewed
as, Powerswitch = Powerfixed + Powerfabric +
numLine ∗ Powerline−card + numPort ∗ Powerport.

We use values for Powerfixed, Powerfabric and
Powerline−card from the Cisco Power Calculator [2]
corresponding to the Catalyst 6500 switch (we discuss
Powerport shortly). We assume that the power con-
sumed by this switch is indicative and typical of similar
products (Table 1). TWP and PSM schemes concentrate
on intelligently putting ports to sleep during idle periods;
other components of the switch are assumed to be pow-
ered on always. Hence, for a switch with four line-cards
and 192 ports, the maximum saving is 39.4%.

2.2 Port Design

We define a two-state Markov model for a port’s power
states, transitioning between a high-power and a low-
power state. The transition is assumed to take a fi-
nite time δ. Every port consumes 3W in its high-power
state [3]. Consistent with prior work [15], for values of
transition time δ, and power-consumption in low-power
state, we use values from the wireless domain (Table 1).

Buffering: Each port is bi-directional and has pack-
ets flowing into the switch (ingress) and away from the
switch (egress). Egress packets are buffered automati-
cally when the port is in low-power state. When a port
transitions back to high-powered state, it processes the
buffered packets. Ingress packets, on the other hand,
have to be received by the port and forwarded to the
buffers for further processing. Ingress packets are lost
in current switches when they arrive at a port in its low-
powered state. To address this, we propose the shadow
port. A shadow port receives ingress packets if any of
the conventional ports are in low-power state. A shadow
port’s hardware is similar to normal ports.

Figure 1: Shadow Port for a cluster of size 4

Each shadow port is associated with a cluster of nor-
mal ports. Since its power consumption is the same as
that of a normal port, savings can be achieved if atleast
two of the normal ports in a cluster are in low-power state
in the same time. Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram
of the shadow port’s architecture for a cluster of size 4.
Shadow ports receive only one incoming packet at a time.
If packets arrive simultaneously at multiple conventional
ports in their low-powered state, all but one of them are
lost. While ingress packets are lost due to simultaneous
arrivals on the shadow port, egress packets are lost due
to buffer overflow.

Wake-on-Packet: During sustained idle periods, to
avoid the overhead of unnecessary transitions to the high-
powered state, we assume a Wake-on-Packet (WoP) fa-
cility. Using this facility, a port automatically transitions
from the low-powered state to the high-powered state on
arrival of a packet. This packet is lost if it is an ingress
packet; egress packets are all buffered. Shadow ports do
not receive ingress packets for a port that has put itself to
indefinite sleep relying on WoP.

While timer-driven transitions are still valuable as they
enforce a minimum sleeping duration even in the pres-
ence of traffic flow, WoP helps the ports take better ad-
vantage of sustained idle periods. The hardware support
for WoP would be similar to Wake-on-LAN [6].
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3 Time Window Prediction

The Time Window Prediction (TWP) scheme observes
the number of packets crossing a port in a sliding time-
window of to units and assumes that to be an indication
of traffic in the next window. If the number of packets
in this time-window is below a threshold τp, the switch
powers down the port for ts units (sleep time window).
Packets that arrive at the port when it is powered down
are buffered (refer Section 2.2).

Adaptive Sleep Window: A good prediction function
would reduce erroneous sleeps and the consequent in-
crease in latencies. Neverthless, we believe that the per-
formance of the scheme should not entirely rely on the
accuracy of the prediction function. Egress packets that
arrive at a port when it is asleep are buffered and sent af-
ter the port wakes up. This causes an increase in latency.
Note that this in addition to the latency incurred due to
various factors along its path. For the sake of brevity, we
interchangeably refer to this increase in latency as sim-
ply latency. Ingress packets are handled by the shadow
port and incur no extra latency.

TWP is supplied with a per-port bound on the tolera-
ble increase in per packet latency, L, and it dynamically
adapts its sleep-window ts to meet the latency bounds.
Note that ts is also automatically increased in times of
low network activity and this increases the power sav-
ings. Table 2 describes the adaptive Time Window Pre-
diction scheme. Packet latency can be calculated us-
ing its time of arrival and time of processing. avg-lat
is the running average for the per-packet increase in la-
tency over a long term. The weights w1 and w2 were
each set to 0.5 for the evaluations. This ensures that the
scheme is adequately sensitive to changes in traffic pat-
terns. The lower-bound for sleeping τs is set to twice the
transition time δ to ensure that the overhead of switching
states is not higher than the power saving because of the
sleep. TWP does not examine multiple observation time
windows. The size of the sleep window, and hence ra-
tio of the observation time window to the sleep window,
is adaptively adjusted. This is equivalent to observing
across multiple time windows.

We also measured the results of our algorithm if the
ports supported a Wake-on-Packet (WoP) facility. If
there are no packets in multiple consecutive to windows,
the port goes into indefinite sleep and wakes up on an
incoming packet.

Power Save Mode (PSM): PSM is a special case of
the TWP scheme wherein the sleep happens with regu-
larity and is not dependent on the traffic flow. This mode
is similar to IEEE 802.11 networks where the client’s
wireless card powers itself down and the Access Point
buffers the packets [12]. While the Time Window Pre-
diction scheme, in the presence of an accurate prediction

Inputs:
Packet Threshold for sleeping: τp
Size of the observation time window: to
Size of the sleep time window: ts
Lower bound for sleeping: τs
Bound for increase in latency: L

Variables:
noSleep = false
Average long-term per-packet increase in
latency: avg-lat = 0

Step 1: Count number of packets, num-packet, in
to window.

Step 2: If num-packet < τp
If noSleep is false

Sleep for ts window
Process buffered packets
Calculate per-packet latency
in the (to + ts) window, delayrecent

Else
Calculate per-packet latency
in the (to) window, delayrecent

weighted-latency =
w1∗ avg-lat + w2∗ delayrecent

adapt-ratio = weighted-latency / L
If (ts / adapt-ratio > τs)

ts← ts / adapt-ratio
Else

noSleep = true
Step 3: Update avg-lat
Step 4: Go to Step 1

Table 2: Time Window Prediction

function, does not necessarily increase latencies, PSM is
more aggressive and is naturally expected to cause an in-
crease in latency. PSM is more of a policy decision about
powering down ports.

4 Performance Evaluation

We now present an initial evaluation of the TWP scheme.
Results for PSM along with an exhaustive evaluation can
be found in [10].

4.1 Evaluation Parameters

Our figures of merit are the percentage of power reduced
as well as packet loss. Our baseline power consumption
assumes all the switch’s components to be powered up
throughout. We calculate the reduction in Powerswitch

because of our schemes. Prior work [17, 14] used the
percentage of times when the port is in a low-power state
as a metric for evaluation. But the overall power reduc-
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tion is a better metric as powering down a fraction of
ports does not reduce the power consumption of other
components like the switching fabric and line-cards.

Traces: We evaluate traces from a Fortune 500 com-
pany’s enterprise network of PC clients and file and other
servers. Our enterprise traces were collected in the For-
tune 500 company’s LAN in March 2008 for a period of
7 days. We collected SNMP MIB counter data of the
number of packets across every port (ingress and egress
measured separately) on a switch with four line cards
(192 ports). This counter data was collected once ev-
ery 20 seconds. Consistent with previous studies [18],
we assume a Pareto distribution of packets within the 20
second interval. This captures the bursty nature of traffic.

We put our results in context by comparing them with
an optimal power reduction scheme that assumes an or-
acle to exactly predict each idle period. It also assumes
an instantaneous transitioning between the power states
of the switch. For our traces, the optimal power saving is
33.9% implying an utilization of 16.8%.

4.2 Results
Cluster Size: A cluster of ports are associated to a
shadow port for receiving ingress packets when in low-
powered state. Higher number of ports in a cluster will
result in a higher probability of multiple ports in the clus-
ter being in low-powered state at the same time, and
hence savings in power. But higher cluster sizes also re-
sult in packet losses. Our experiments indicate a cluster
size of 12 to be best.

Figure 2: Power Savings with TWP is independent of
the sleep time window (ts).

Adaptation of ts: TWP automatically adapts its sleep
window, ts, to meet the latency bounds. As shown in
Figure 2, the power savings is a function of only to.
For a fixed value of to, we experimented with varying
initial values of ts − 0.25s, 0.375s, 0.5s, 0.75s and 1s.
The results illustrate the adaptive nature of the algorithm
whereby the initial value of ts is automatically and con-
tinuously modified to meet the latency bounds.

Wake on Packet: Table 3 illustrates the benefits of
the Wake-on-Packet capability. Note that the power sav-

ings achieved with the Wake-on-Packet facility is 80% of
the optimal power savings. While we have evaluated our
schemes with a transition time, δ, of 10 ms, our results
show that if improvements in hardware facilitate a 1ms
transition, our savings are 90% of the optimal value.

to Adaptive WoP Increase
0.5s 21.6% 27.3% 27%
1s 18.1% 24.4% 34%

Table 3: Wake-on-Packet produces a significant in-
crease in power savings in the TWP scheme

Packet Loss: Figures 3 plots the packet loss for vary-
ing buffer sizes, for the adaptive TWP scheme and how
it decreases under Wake-on-Packet. Packet-losses decay
exponentially as the buffer size increases. During pro-
longed idle periods, the adaptive scheme automatically
increases its sleep window. This is likely to cause packet
losses when packet flow resumes at higher rates because
shrinking the time window takes time. But with WoP,
the sleep window remains constant during the indefinite
sleep. The curves show a packet-loss of under 1% for
buffer sizes greater than 500 KB. Most modern switches
support such buffer sizes [1] and thus the TWP scheme
produces acceptable packet-losses.

Figure 3: Packet Loss with TWP

5 Lightweight Alternative

We propose an alternate that addresses over-provisioning
in network designs. In contrast to our earlier schemes,
this one considers the macroscopic switch traffic. Also,
the TWP and PSM schemes affect only the power con-
sumed by the ports, bounding the amount of savings pos-
sible. As observed in prior work [16, 8], traffic patterns
have a clear diurnal variation. The traffic resembles a
sine curve that peaks in the day and experiences a lull in
the nights. For instance, enterprise networks can expect
to have far fewer users at 3AM compared to 3PM.
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Our proposal is to deploy low-power or lightweight
alternatives for every high-powered switch. The high-
powered switches support very high packet processing
speeds (in the order of Mega packets per second) and
have multiple line cards with each of the cards connect-
ing up to 96 machines through its ports. The lightweight
alternatives are low-powered integrated switches with
lower packet processing speed and line speeds. All
machines have connectivity through the high-powered
switch as well as the lightweight alternative. From
the traffic patterns, the system automatically identifies
”slots” of low activity and ensure that only one of the
two connections is appropriately powered-up and used
depending on the traffic load. Recent work [19] on trans-
ferring state − routing tables and other configuration in-
formation − between routers can be employed for live
transfer of state between the switch alternatives.

Identifying slots of low-activity can be done using K-
Means clustering. A day is split into equal-sized slots
and the number of packets per slot is logged for t train-
ing days. Every day’s data is classified using K-Means
clustering (K = 2), to produce two clusters: one each for
high and low activities. The clustered data is processed to
find the count of the total number of days when a partic-
ular slot is in the low-activity cluster. If the low-activity
fraction of days is higher than a confidence level C, then
that slot is marked as low-activity. All low-activity slots
are served using the lightweight alternative.

Our initial evaluation demonstrates power savings of
15 to 32% for varying confidence levels. For detailed
performance results, please refer to [10].

A 30% power reduction translates to an economic
saving of $37,133 per year (10 cents/kWh). The eco-
nomic benefits are clearly higher than the price of the
lightweight alternatives and hence the schemes ensure
that cost of the extra hardware is amortized.

6 Related Work

The IEEE 802.11b specification [12] includes access
points packet-buffering schemes so clients can sleep for
short intervals. This is similar to our Power-Save-Mode
for switch ports. We augment this idea by incorporating
a dynamic and automatic sleep period to bound latency.

Gupta et al. [13] identified the Internet’s high power
consumption and devised low-power modes for switches
in a campus LAN environment [15]. Our Time Win-
dow Prediction scheme takes better advantage of ex-
tended idle periods and does not require the port to be
on throughout the idle period. This advantage is signif-
icant when the traffic patterns are bursty with long idle
periods. Also, we introduce latency bounds and investi-
gate its effect on latency and packet loss.

Intelligent scaling of switch link speeds, depending on
network flow, has been proposed [11, 3, 17]. An impor-
tant practical problem is that the speeds on the switch are
discreet (10 Gbps, 1 Gbps, 100 Mbps and 10 Mbps) and
hence taking advantage of this automatic scaling would
require vast differences in the traffic flows [17, 11]. Au-
tomatic scaling of link speeds also incurs the overhead of
auto-negotiation of link speeds between the endpoints.

Nedevschi et al. [17] also talk about a ”buffer-and-
burst” (B&B) scheme where the edge routers shape the
traffic into small bursts and transmit packet in bunches
so that the routers in the network can sleep. This is not
applicable for traffic originating from the internal nodes
and is also not incrementally deployable as it requires
network-wide coordination.

7 Conclusion

We proposed power reduction schemes that focus on op-
portunistic sleeping and lightweight alternatives during
idle or low-activity periods. The results of our schemes
− power savings and performance − are encouraging.
The advantage offered by smart hardware features like
Wake-on-Packet and shadow ports leads us to recom-
mend them in future switch designs.
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